S1 How to train UniNovo S1.1 Vector operations Before we describe the training of UniNovo, we first define the following vector operations. Let V and W be Boolean vectors with n elements.
-|V | is the number of elements in V (i.e., n).
⇒ For V = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0), |V | = 5. -V is the number of non-zero elements in V .
⇒ For V = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0), V = 2. -V · W denotes the elementwise multiplication between V and W .
⇒ For V = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0) and W = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0), V · W = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0). -Given an integer k, a vector V k is a vector obtained by shifting all elements of V by k. More formally, V k is a vector of cardinality n whose elements are given by
for i = 1, · · · , n. ⇒ For V = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0), V −2 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0) and V +1 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1).
S1.2 Description of the training
UniNovo takes the PSMs in the training dataset T and learns important ion types and features automatically. The training of UniNovo consists of two stages: ion type selection and feature detection.
Ion type selection In the ion type selection step, the frequently observed ion types are selected from the training dataset using the offset frequency function (OFF) introduced by Dancik et al. 1999 [1] . And the probabilities in the ion type matrices for the ion types (e.g., α and β in Figure 1 (a)) are learned. Given an ion type δ, OFF outputs the empirical probability that a δ-ion peak is observed for a fragmentation site in the training dataset. We define OFF as follows: The input to OFF is the training dataset T . OFF is defined by (
Out of all ion types δ satisfying −38 < δ < 38, we pick 8 ion types δ with the highest values of OF F (δ). We denote the set of the selected ion types as ion type set ∆ (see Table S2 for the list of the ion types in the ion type set for each dataset). After learning the ion type set ∆, we learn α and β for each ion type in ∆. Given an ion type δ, α is simply given by α := OF F (δ). (
We also learn the empirical probability that a random mass i is a fragmentation site. To learn this probability, first an element in the peptide of each PSM is selected randomly. The probability is estimated by the frequency of the selected elements being fragmentation sites. The learned probability is called prior fragmentation probability and is denoted by p.
Feature detection step The feature detection step aims to detect the features that the peaks of the ion types in ∆ often satisfy. Besides, the probabilities in the feature-ion type matrices (µ and ν in Figure 1 (a) ) are learned.
The features are detected using OFF with a slight modification, which is called a feature frequency function (FFF) . Given an ion type δ and a feature f , FFF outputs the empirical probability that a δ-ion peak satisfies f .
The inputs to FFF are the training dataset T , an ion type δ, and a feature f . FFF for δ ∈ ∆ is defined by 
We select all features f such that F F F (δ, f ) > 0.15 and −38 < x < 38 for δ ∈ ∆. The selected features are called an offset features. Since the features satisfying F F F (δ, f ) > 0.15 are selected regardless of the size of the feature set, the total number of features in UniNovo is not fixed. In general, the total number was about several thousands (see section S12 for the list of the features in the feature set for each type of spectra).
In addition, the features f = m(a), a ∈ A are selected, and the selected features are called linking features. A linking feature characterizes two peaks whose mz difference equals to an amino acid mass. The set of selected offset and linking features is named as the feature set and is denoted by F .
Given an ion type δ ∈ ∆ and a feature f ∈ F , we learn µ and ν. µ is simply given by F F F (δ, f ) whereas ν is given by Table S1. Partitioning of spectra and peak intensities. (a) partitioning of the spectra by their parent mass. 121.6 is the average amino acid mass. (b) the intensity level of a peak i in a spectrum S, denoted by I(Si). The intensity level of a peak is decided by its intensity rank (the ith highest intensity peak = rank i). (c) Definition of the intensity ratio function R : R × R → Z. This function is used to define a feature.
In practice, UniNovo considers the model in which the mass tolerances of MS1 and MS2 are given by users the mono-isotopic masses of amino acids are used (e.g., the mass of Gly is 57.021464), and the m/z positions of peaks are real numbers (when MS1 tolerance is smaller than 0.1 Da; otherwise, integer amino acid masses and m/z values are used) all spectra are divided into 5 groups according to their parent mass ranges (see Table S1 (a)) the intensities of peaks are divided into 11 levels (see I(S i ) in Table S1 (b)) only 150 peaks with high intensities are considered per a spectrum both N -and C-terminal ions of any charge values up to 4 are considered (e.g., b, y, b 2 ions) (see Table S2) The peak i in a spectrum S refers to the peak whose m/z value equals to i within MS1 mass tolerance. 1 The raw intensity of the peak i is denoted by S i and the intensity level of it is by I(S i ). If multiple such peaks are present, simply pick the highest intensity one. UniNovo learns/applies all parameters (α, β, µ, and ν) separately for different groups of spectra. Also, the parameters are learned separately for the fragmentation sites corresponding to the enzyme specific amino acids (e.g., C-terminal K or R for tryptic peptides). Except those amino acids, the current version of UniNovo does not take amino acid specific information (e.g., the different propensities of amino acids or the effect of proline on fragmentations) into account. Many studies have reported that different amino acids alter the fragmentation characteristics of MS/MS spectra [11, 4] . By considering amino acids differently as in PepNovo, the performance of UniNovo could be improved; however, the number of annotated spectra necessary for the training of UniNovo should be also increased by orders of magnitude to avoid overfitting, which may weaken the universal property of UniNovo. A possible idea to mitigate such a negative effect may be to cluster amino acids into a small number of groups (e.g., basic and non-basic groups) and to train the parameters separately for each group, which will be included in our future work.
The definition of a feature f is changed so that it can accommodate the changed model. Before we define a feature f , define the intensity ratio function R(u, t), a function from two real numbers u, t to an integer, as in Table S1 (c). A feature f = (t, x, r, T, z 1 , z 2 ) is now a vector with 6 elements (instead of a single integer Dataset Ion types in the ion type set ∆ 02  Table S2 . The ion types in the ion type set ∆ and their OFF values for different datasets. ( * , * * ): y + i denotes the y-ion of a fragmented peptide with one isotope, and z + 2i denotes the z-ion of a fragmented peptide with two isotopes.
in the manuscript): intensity t, mass offset x, intensity ratio r, terminal T , base peak charge z 1 , and support peak charge z 2 . The mass offset x represents a mass gain/loss, and T shows if the feature represents the relation between the ions of the same terminal (T = 0) or not (T = 1). Given a spectrum S from a peptide of mass n, 2 a peak i in S is said to satisfy f = (t, x, r, T, z 1 , z 2 ) if I(S i ) = t and there exists another peak j such that R(S i , S j ) = r where j is given by
where is the mass of a proton. With the new definition, a feature can characterize the m/z (by specifying x) and intensity relation (by specifying t and r) between two peaks of ion types of different terminus (by specifying T ) and/or different charges (by specifying z 1 and z 2 ).
S2.2 Iterative training/running for better ion type inference
The FPV's for different ion types can be used to assign a probability distribution ρ (over ion types in ∆ and noise) to each peak such that ρ(δ) is the probability that the peak is a δ-ion peak and ρ(noise) is the probability that the peak is not a δ-ion peak for all δ ∈ ∆ (termed a noisy peak). The distribution ρ is meaningful only when it is far from a uniform distribution. However, if the spectra in the training dataset T contain abundant noisy peaks or peaks of different ion types with similar characteristics, the distribution often has a uniform-like distribution. Thus, it can be more informative given a training dataset consisting of spectra containing few noisy peaks and peaks of different ion types with distinctive characteristics.
To obtain such a training dataset, we generate processed PSMs from PSMs in the (original) training dataset. Given an ion type set ∆ and the distribution ρ of the peak i in a spectrum S, the processed spectrum S is a spectrum satisfying
for all i such that S i > 0. Since the intensity of a peak in the processed spectrum S is a weighted summation of the distribution ρ of the peak, it is likely that the peaks in S are clustered according to the ion types of the peaks (see Figure S1 ). Denote the (original) training dataset as T 1 . The ion type set ∆ and feature set F 1 are learned from T 1 . For each PSM (P, S) in T 1 , the processed spectrum S is generated from S using features in F 1 , yielding a processed PSM (P, S ). The resulting set of the processed PSMs is denoted as T 2 . Likewise, we repeat generating T i+1 using features in F i learned from T i for i = 1, · · · , 4. 3 The feature sets F 1 , · · · , F 4 are kept by UniNovo. An input spectrum undergoes the same iterative process. Denote an input spectrum as S 1 . We generate the (processed) spectrum S i+1 from S i using features in F i learned from T i for i = 1, · · · , 4. The FPV is generated based on the distributions ρ after 5 iterations. . Ion type distribution of peaks according to their intensity ranks for raw (a) and processed (after 5 iterations) spectra (b). CID2 dataset was used. A peak with the intensity rank i is the ith highest intensity peak in the spectrum. In raw spectra, different ion types are spread over the intensity ranks of peaks. Even in case of the highest intensity peaks, only 60% of them are y-ion peaks. The ion types in processed spectra are well clustered according to the intensity ranks of peaks. For example, 90% of the highest intensity peaks are y-ion peaks in processed spectra. S3 How to derive the posterior probability P r(P i = 1|S i = 1 and S i+f = 1 for f ∈ H)
S3.1 One ion type (δ = 0) and independent features
If H is an empty set, it reduces to P r(P i = 1|s i = 1). By Bayes's rule, we have P r(P i = 1|s i = 1) ∝ P r(P i = 1) · P r(s i = 1|P i = 1) = p · α.
Similarly, we obtain P r(P i = 0|s i = 1) ∝ (1 − p) · β. Since P r(P i = 1|s i = 1) + P r(P i = 0|S i i = 1) = 1, we obtain P r(P i = 1|s i = 1) = P r(P i = 1|s i = 1) P r(P i = 1|s i = 1) + P r(P i = 0|s i = 1)
Denote this probability as γ. Then, we obtain P r(P i = 1|s i = 1 and s i+f = 1 for f ∈ H)
where µ f denotes the probability µ associated to the feature f . The equality between (11) and (12) is obtained from the assumed independence between features. Likewise, we can show P r(P i = 0|s i = 1 and Figure 2 (a)) associated to the feature f .
Therefore, we obtain P r(P i = 1|S i = 1 and S i+f = 1 for f ∈ H) = P r(P i = 1|s i = 1 and s i+f = 1 for f ∈ H)
S3.2 Multiple ion types and multiple but independent features
Next, we consider the case in which multiple ion types are present in the ion type set ∆. For an ion type δ ∈ ∆, the expression (15) can be generalized as
where γ δ denotes γ of the ion type matrix for the ion type δ, and µ δ f (ν δ f ) denotes µ (ν) for the feature f and the ion type δ. Denote the obtained probability in (16) as π δ i . For each ion type δ, we derive a fragmentation probability vector FPV δ as
for i = 1, · · · , n − 1. FPV δ n is again defined to be 1. The final fragmentation probability vector FPV is generated by taking elementwise (weighted) summation of FPV δ 's for δ ∈ ∆. The weights are decided by an MMSE (minimum mean squared error) estimation method as described below.
For simplicity, we start with the case in which the ion type set is given by ∆ = {δ, δ }. Given a spectrum , UniNovo generates 2 fragmentation probability vectors (FPV δ and FPV δ ), and the final FPV is generated by elementwise weighted summation of these fragmentation probability vectors.
The weights are learned from the training dataset T as follows: For each PSM (P, S) in T , we first generate FPV δ and FPV δ . Given an index i, we consider three different cases for (FPV δ i , FPV δ i ): only FPV δ i is non-zero, only FPV δ i is non-zero, and both are non-zero. The weights are learned separately for each case (and are multiplied separately for each case when we generate the final FPV). We describe the last case (both are non-zero) only. Let X denotes the sample mean of X. For instance, FPV δ i denotes the sample mean of FPV δ i . The autocorrelation matrix R is defined as
and the crosscorrelation matrix C is defined as
The weight vector is given by
When more than two ion types are present in the ion type set ∆ = {δ 1 , · · · , δ l }, UniNovo generates l fragmentation probability vectors, FPV δ1 , · · · , FPV δ l . The weight vectors are learned as above separately for 2 l − 1 different cases for (FPV δ1 , · · · , FPV δ l ): only FPV δ1 i is non-zero, only FPV δ2 i is non-zero, · · · , all FPV δ1 i to FPV δ l i are non-zero.
S3.3 Multiple ion types and multiple dependent features:
The above derivations of the posterior probability are valid only if the features in H are mutually independent. However, in practice, some features are often strongly correlated (e.g., a feature describing the loss of a water molecule and another describing the loss of two water molecules). Thus, out of all features that a peak i satisfies, a few "statistically meaningful" features that are weakly correlated are automatically selected for H.
To select statistically meaningful and weakly correlated features out of H, we first define the divergence of a feature f . We again assume that only one ion type δ = 0 is present in the ion type set ∆. If two probabilities P r(P i = 1|S i = 1) and P r(P i = 1|S i = S i+f = 1) are similar to each other, we can conclude that the feature f is not helpful to determine the fragmentation sites. The two probabilities are given by p · α and γ · µ f by the equation (1) When more than one ion types are considered, we define two distributions B and C over ion types δ ∈ ∆ and −∞ such that B(δ) = p · α δ and C(δ) = γ δ · µ δ f . The noise probabilities for B and C are given by 1 − δ∈∆ B(δ) and 1 − δ∈∆ C(δ), respectively. The divergence of f is defined by the KL divergence between B and C. The features in the feature set F are ranked according to the divergences (the higher divergence, the higher rank) after the training of UniNovo.
Given a peak i, all features that the peak i satisfies are divided into different groups as follows: First, the linking features make one group. Second, the offset features make the second group (in the extended model described in the section S2, the offset features are again divided into different groups according to the combination of terminal T , base peak charge z 1 , and support peak charge z 2 . 4 ) Then, per each group of features, we select the highest ranking feature for the set H. All features in H are assumed to be independent.
The features in H are assumed to be independent and the FPV is obtained as above. Figures S2 and S3 in the section S9 (blue bars) show that the FPV i reliably estimates the probability that P i = 1 for various types of spectra.
S3.4 An example of calculating F PV
Below we show an example of calculating FPV with a CID tryptic spectrum of the peptide LNQWCNVVR in Figure S2 . For simplicity, only one element of FPV b (i.e., FPV of b-ion) corresponding to the mass 227.1 (the mass of the prefix LN) is calculated. Since the b-ion of the prefix LN has the m/z of 228.1, first the features the peak 228.1 satisfies are collected (f 1 -f 6 in Figure S2 ). Second, the features are divided into independent groups, and per group only one feature with the highest divergence is selected (Table S3 (b)). Third, using p, α, and β of the peak 228.1, γ is calcuclated (Equation (18)). Lastly, using the calculated γ and µ f and ν f of the selected features (Table S3 (a) and (b)), FPV b 227.1 is calculated (Equation (19)). The calculated FPV b 227.1 is close to 1 while γ is only about 0.2. Note that γ equals FPV b 227.1 if no feature was considered; considering the features of the peak 228.1 resulted in a very high FPV b
227.1 (≈ 1) that otherwise would be very low (≈ 0.2). Fig. S2 . The features satisfied by the peak 228.1 in a CID tryptic spectrum of the peptide LNQWCNVVR. The features that are assumed to be independent are labeled by different colors.
1 6 -17 -2 0 1 1 0.03 0.02 0.08 an ammonia loss (e.g., b and b − N H3) f2 2 6 0 5 1 1 1 0.4 0.006 1.8 a complementary ion (e.g., b and y) f3 6 1 2 1 1 1 0.1 0.008 0.9 a complementary ion with an isotope (e.g., b and y + i) f4
6 -17 1 1 1 1 0.02 0.007 0.6 a complementary ion with an ammonia loss (e.g., b and y − N H3) f5 3 6 0 5 1 1 2 0.2 0.02 1.4 a charge increased complementary ion (e.g., b and y 2 ) f6
6 -17 5 1 1 2 0.07 0.01 0.8 a charge increased complementary ion with an ammonia loss (e.g., b and y 2 − N H3) Table S3 . (a) p, α, and β values for the peak 228.1. (b) The features f1-f6 in Figure S2 . The 2nd column shows the group number (the features with different group numbers are supposed to be independent), the 3rd to 8th columns define each feature, the 9th and 10th columns are µ f and ν f of each feature, and the 11th column shows the divergence. The last column shows a possible interpretation of each feature. Per group, only one feature with the highest divergence (black ones) is selected to calculate FPV. The gray features are the ones that are satisfied by the peak 228.1 but are not selected for the calculation of FPV.
S4 How to derive the accuracy of reconstructions using Hunter's bound [5] To estimate the accuracy of a reconstruction (i.e., a probability that the reconstruction is correct), we first learn one more statistic from the training dataset T : EdgeAccuracy of edges in the spectrum graph. Given an edge (i, j), EdgeAccuracy(i, j) is an empirical probability of (i, j) being correct. More precisely, each edge (i, j) is characterized by the following quantities: FPV i , FPV j (quantized into 10 levels), and the minimum amino acid number whose total mass equals to j − i. Call these quantities of an edge the property of the edge. From the training dataset T , we obtain the empirical probability that an edge with a property is correct for all possible properties. Then, given an edge (i, j) (generated from a query spectrum), denote the learned empirical probability for the property of the edge by q. The EdgeAccuracy(i, j) is given by min(q, FPV i , FPV j ). 5 The accuracy of a reconstruction is then derived from FPV i of its vertices i and EdgeAccuracy(i, j) of its edges (i, j) using an upper bound for the probability of a union proposed by Hunter, 1976 [5] . Given a reconstruction r = {i 0 , · · · , i l } on the spectrum graph (of a spectrum S from an unknown peptide P ), we consider a probability space (Ω r , F r , P r r ) whose sample space Ω r is given by
The set of events F s is composed of all subsets of Ω r . Let P r r (P i = 1) = FPV i , and P r r (P i = 1, P i = 1) = EdgeAccuracy(i, i ) for i, i in r. The probability we want to derive can be written as P r r ( i∈r P i = 1).
To use Hunter's bound, we construct a complete graph 6 E whose vertex i represents the event P i = 1 for i ∈ r. The weight of an edge (i, j) is defined by
Hunter's bound gives us the following bound:
where T E is the minimum spanning tree on the graph E. The expression in (25) defines the accuracy of the reconstruction r.
S5 How to merge spectrum graphs generated from spectra of paired acquisition modes
Given multiple spectrum graphs G 1 , · · · , G n , we define a merged spectrum graph G. To define the spectrum graph G, we need to define the vertices along with their scores. The vertices of G are given by the union of vertices of the input spectrum graphs. The score of a vertex i in G is given by n k=1 G k i . To calculate the accuracy of a reconstruction r on the merged graph G, we also need to redefine FPV and EdgeAccuracy of G. For each the input spectrum graph G k , FPV i and EdgeAccuracy(i, j) are defined for each i and j. The FPV i (EdgeAccuracy(i, j)) of G is simply defined as the maximum value of these FPV i (EdgeAccuracy(i, j)) of the input spectrum graphs.
S6 How to derive the spectrum accuracy
The spectrum accuracy of a set of reconstructions predicts a probability that at least one of the reconstructions is correct. Given a set of reconstructions R = {r 1 , · · · , r N }, we define a variable D i for i = 1, · · · , N as
We consider a probability space (Ω R , F R , P r R ) whose sample space Ω R is defined by
The set of events F R is composed of all subsets of Ω R . Given two sequences r i and r j , we define r i,j as a reconstruction whose vertices are the union of those of r i and r j . For example, r 1 = {1, 2, 4, 5} and
Denote the accuracy of a reconstruction r by Accuracy(r). Let P r R (D i = 1) := Accuracy(r i ) and P r R (D i = 1, D j = 1) := Accuracy(r i,j ) for i, j = 1, · · · , N . We assume that a sequence of (Bernoulli) random variables D 1 , D 2 , · · · , D N forms a Markov chain. 7 The probability we want to estimate can be
where the equality between (30) and (31) is obtained from the Markov chain assumption. The right hand side of (34) defines the spectrum accuracy of R, denoted by SpectrumAccuracy(R).
S7 How to generate the output set with a high spectrum accuracy
Using the spectrum accuracy, users can control the accuracy of their output reconstruction sets. Given parameters SpectrumAccuracyT hreshold > 0 and N , UniNovo tries to construct a reconstruction set R such that SpectrumAccuracy(R) ≥ SpectrumAccuracyT hreshold and |R| ≤ N by selecting both accurate and long reconstructions (long reconstructions are not accurate, in general). First UniNovo generates 100 high-scoring reconstructions (the candidate reconstruction set). The reconstructions in the candidate reconstruction set are sorted by their scores in descending order. Denote the sorted list of reconstructions as C = {r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r 100 }. A set of reconstructions R is initialized as an empty set, and an integer M axLength is initialized as one plus the length of the longest reconstruction in C. The reconstructions in C whose length are less than M axLength are added to R sequentially, starting from r 1 . When |R| = N or all reconstructions shorter than M axLength are added to R, SpectrumAccuracy(R) is calculated. If SpectrumAccuracy(R) ≥ SpectrumAccuracyT hreshold, UniNovo outputs R. Otherwise, M axLength is decreased by 1, R is again initialized as an empty set, and the above procedure is repeated until M axLength = 5. If no output is generated when M axLength = 5, the input spectrum is declared as a low quality spectrum and is filtered out.
S8 Parameters for UniNovo, PepNovo+, PEAKS, and pNovo in different datasets Table S4 shows the parameters of the tested tools for different datasets. For all tools, no spectrum quality filtering or charge/parent mass correction, if any, was used. The MS1 and MS2 tolerances in the 4th and 5th columns are used both for tool parameters and for the error tolerances for the experiments. Fig. S3 . The estimation results for the FPVi and the accuracy. The x-axis is the range of the reported F PVi of a mass or the accuracy of a reconstruction, and the y-axis is the percentage that the corresponding mass is a fragmentation site or the corresponding reconstruction is correct. Three different types of spectra are tested: (a) CID trypsin charge 2 (b) ETD trypsin charge 2 (c) HCD trypsin charge 2 (d)CID LysC charge 2 (e) CID AspN charge 2 (see Results section for the dataset description). Each dataset consists of 1,000 annotated spectra from distinct peptides (identified by MS-GFDB [8] with the peptide level FDR < 1%) . Some of accuracies (green bars) are not drawn because the sample numbers were too small (< 50). FPVi follows the empirical probability closely (within 5% error). The accuracy tends to slightly underestimate the actual probability, which means that the estimation is conservative. 
S10 The datasets
CID, ETD, and CID/ETD datasets: CID, ETD, and CID/ETD datasets contain LTQ-Orbitrap spectra (Thermo Fisher Scientific) of trypsin digested peptides from the human HEK293 cell line generated in Albert Heck's laboratory (see [8] for details). The original dataset described in [8] contains the CID/ETD spectral pairs. To obtain the CID dataset, we took only CID spectra from the original dataset and identified them using MS-GFDB at 1% FDR. Out of the identified CID spectra, we randomly pick 1,000 doubly charged spectra that represent distinct tryptic peptides. ETD dataset was generated similarly, and it consists of 1,000 doubly and 1,000 triply charged ETD spectra of distinct tryptic peptides. CID/ETD dataset contains 1,000 pairs of doubly charged and 1,000 pairs of triply charged CID/ETD spectra of distinct tryptic peptides.
CIDL, CIDA, ETDL, and ETDA datasets: To benchmark UniNovo on spectra of non-tryptic peptides, we analyzed 4 spectral datasets generated in Joshua Coon's laboratory (see [10] for details). From yeast protein samples, the authors in [10] generated CID and ETD spectra of LysC or AspN digested peptides on a hybrid linear ion trap-orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). From the identified CID spectra of LysC (AspN) digested peptides, we randomly pick 1,000 doubly charged spectra representing distinct peptides to generate CIDL (CIDA) dataset. In case of ETD spectra, we selected 1,000 charge 3 and 1,000 charge 4 spectra representing distinct LysC (AspN) digested peptides to generate ETDL (ETDA) dataset.
HCD dataset: To generate HCD dataset, we used HCD spectra reported by [3] . The original spectra were acquired by LTQ-Orbitrap Velos (Thermo Fisher Scientific) using one of three different fragmentation methods (CID, ETD, and HCD) from trypsin digested peptides of HEK293 whole cell lysates. We took only the HCD spectra from the original dataset and identified them using MS-GFDB. Out of all identified spectra, we randomly sampled 1,000 doubly charged and 1,000 triply charged spectra of distinct tryptic peptides. S11 Venn diagrams of the number of correctly sequenced spectra 
S12 Feature tables
This section gives partial lists of features for all types of spectra that UniNovo is trained for. Per each type of spectra, all features are divided into 4 groups: features with i) T = 0 and z 1 = z 2 , ii) T = 1 and z 1 = z 2 , ii) T = 0 and z 1 = z 2 , and ii) T = 1 and z 1 = z 2 . Then per group, features are sorted in the descending order of their divergences, and up to 10 features with the highest divergences are selected. We listed the selected features whose noise probability does not exceed 0.5. For the lists below, we did not divided the spectra according to their parent mass ranges (as shown in Table S1 ). Also, we did not use the iterative training step (described in the section S2.2). In the last column of each table, we put possible interpretations (if any) of the features.
The features listed below usually represent well-known relationships between ions, e.g., water losses, complementary ions, etc. Usually ions with the same charge states (i.e., z 1 = z 2 ) seem to be strongly correlated. However, we also observed correlations between ions with different charge states (in particular for ETD spectra) even with different terminus. Moreover, even two features with the same mass offset (denoted by x) often represent different relationships. For example, the features 1 to 5 in Table S16 all have the mass offset of −17.01. However, the features 1 and 2 have the intensity ratio r = 4 while the features 3 to 5 have r = −4. Accordingly, the features 1 and 2 are satisfied by y-ions with high probability while the features 3 to 5 by c-ions. This suggests that the relative intensity ratio between two peaks is also of high importance to distinguish the ion types of peaks. Table S5 . CID Trypsin charge 2 (T = 0 and z1 = z2). The definition of a feature f = (t, x, r, T, z1, z2) is given in the 2nd to 7th columns. From the 8th to 16th columns the probabilities that a peak satisfying the feature f is a δ-ion peak are given for ion types δ shown in Table S2 . The distribution of these probabilities corresponds to the distribution C(δ) in the section S3 28.00 28.00 Since all the spectra in the datasets in Table 1 are identified by a single search engine (i.e., MS-GFDB), the experimental results from those datasets may be positively/negatively biased toward specific tools tested. Thus, we benchmarked UniNovo, PepNovo+, and PEAKS using an additional dataset (named as Standard dataset) reported in [7] containing spectra identified by Sequest [2] and PeptideProphet [6] . Standard dataset contains 1,388 doubly charged CID spectra (generated by Thermo Electron LTQ) of distinct peptides collected from the Standard Protein Mix database [9] . As mentioned in [7] , the parent masses of the spectra in Standard dataset were corrected according to the Sequest identifications; the spectra have high resolution MS1 and low resolution MS2.
S13.2 Results
For Standard dataset, we measured the number of correctly sequenced spectra and the average length of the correct reconstructions for N = 1, 5, and 20. All experimental parameters for Standard dataset were the same as for CID2 dataset, except that non-enzyme specificity was used for PEAKS (because many of spectra in Standard dataset are from peptides with non-enzymatic cleavages). The results obtained from Standard dataset were compared with those from CID2 dataset because both datasets contain doubly charged CID spectra. Figure S13 shows the results from Standard dataset. Similar to the results from CID2 dataset, UniNovo found slightly more correctly sequenced spectra when N = 20 and slightly less when N = 1, 5 than PepNovo+ (Figure S13 (a) ). PEAKS found the smallest number of correctly sequenced spectra. Figure S13 (b) shows that the length of correct reconstructions for PepNovo+ was longer than UniNovo or PEAKS as in CID2 dataset. We also drew the Venn diagrams of the correctly sequenced spectra for Standard dataset in Figure S14 . The Venn diagrams for Standard dataset and CID2 dataset (Figure 3 (a)-(c)) had similar percentages of overlaps of spectra (20.3%, 36.5%, 44.3% vs. 23.2%, 45.2%, 54.3% for N = 1, 5, 20) even if the percentages for Standard dataset were smaller than for CID2 by 3-10%. Overall, essentially similar results were obtained for Standard and CID2 datasets, which suggests that no significant bias toward specific tools was introduced in the experiments using the datasets in Table 1 . 
S14 Evaluation of the spectrum graph for different datasets/tools
To evaluate the spectrum graph of UniNovo for different spectrum types, we plotted ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves of vertices (i.e., plausible fragmentation sites) in the spectrum graphs from each dataset. Given a spectrum graph, we first ranked all vertices in such a way that the xth highest scoring vertex has the rank x. Then we chose 20 top ranking vertices (excluding source and sink vertices), and calculated true positive rates and false positive rates at various rank thresholds. For a rank threshold x, the true positive rate was calculated by # of correct vertices of rank less than x divided by # of correct vertices, and the false positive rate was by # of incorrect vertices of rank less than x divided by # of incorrect vertices. 8 Figure S15(a) shows the ROC curves for the datasets in Table 1 , except the ones of spectral pairs. For CID2 dataset, the ROC curves of spectrum graphs generated by MS-GFDB and PepNovo+ were also drawn. The ROC curve of UniNovo for CID2 dataset (blue circled line) is significantly better than those of PepNovo+ and MS-GFDB (black and black dashed lines). For instance, at the false positive rate of 0.1, the true positive rate of UniNovo was 0.7 while both MS-GFDB's and PepNovo+'s were about 0.4. As the ROC curves suggest, HCD2 (ETDL4) datasets represents the most (the least) suitable datasets for de novo sequencing. Other datasets can be ranked as: HCD2 (the best)→CID2 → ETD2 → CIDL2 ≈ CIDA2 ≈ ETDL3 ≈ ETDA3 ≈ ETDA4≈ HCD3 → ETD3 ≈ ETDL4 (the worst).
The above ROC curve evaluates the sensitivity/specificity of the scoring functions with 20 highest ranking vertices in the spectrum graph. However, if only few of the 20 vertices are correct -in other words, most fragmentation sites are not selected for 20 vertices -such an evaluation may be pointless. Thus, we also measured the fraction of all fragmentation sites that are actually included in the correct vertices of rank less than x (i.e., the number of correct vertices of rank less than x divided by the number of all fragmentation sites). The same measurement was done for CID2 dataset by PepNovo+ and MS-GFDB. Figure S15 (b) shows that UniNovo (blue circled line) correctly detected 20% and 40% more fragmentation sites within top 20 vertices than PepNovo+ and MS-GFDB (black and black dashed lines), respectively. Together with the ROC comparison, one can deduce that UniNovo detects more fragmentation sites and scores them more specifically than PepNovo+ or MS-GFDB. Also one can infer that the good performance of PepNovo+ shown in Figure 2 is obtained by reranking of the reconstructions using the sequence specific features. From Figure S15 (b), we can evaluate each dataset in terms of the fraction of correctly predicted fragmentation sites as: HCD2 (the best)→CID2 → CIDL2 → CIDA2 ≈ ETD2 ≈ ETDL3 ≈ ETDA3 → HCD3 → ETDA4 → ETD3 → ETDL4 (the worst). Fig. S15 . (a) ROC curves of vertices (i.e., plausible fragmentation sites) in the spectrum graphs. Per each spectrum graph, the vertices are ranked by their scores so that the xth highest scoring vertex has the rank x. We took 20 highest ranking vertices per each spectrum graph, and calculated the true positive rate and the false positive rate. Given a rank threshold x, the true (false) positive rate is given by # of correct (incorrect) vertices of rank less than x divided by # of correct (incorrect) vertexes. Using UniNovo, ROC curves for the datasets in Table 1 (except the ones of spectral pairs) were generated. We also generated ROC curves using PepNovo+ (black line) and MS-GFDB (black dashed line) for CID2 dataset. (b) The fraction of correctly predicted fragmentation sites. Given a rank threshold x, we measured what fraction of all fragmentation sites are included in the correct vertices of rank less than x. S15 How many PSMs (i.e., identified spectra) are required to train UniNovo Even if a relatively small number of PSMs are required to train UniNovo, still there should be a sufficient number of PSMs in the training dataset to avoid possible overfitting. To see how many PSMs are required for training of UniNovo, we generated three different training datasets, each of which was formed by randomly selecting 5,000 PSMs in the training dataset (consisting of about 1,9000 PSMs) used to train the parameters for CID tryptic doubly charged spectra. From the generated training datasets, we learned three different parameter sets. Then for CID2 dataset, we repeated the experiments to measure the number of correctly sequenced spectra and the average length of correct reconstructions using each parameter set. Figure S16 shows the results for N = 1, 5, and 20. Figure S16 (a) illustrates that the number of correctly sequenced spectra for the different parameter sets were almost the same each other, with the maximum difference of 14. The maximum difference of the average length of correct reconstructions was only 0.5, suggesting that overfitting did not occur. When we use a smaller number of PSMs (about 4,000), the results started to diverge throughout different parameter sets (data not shown). Therefore, we recommend to use at least 5,000 PSMs (per charge state) in the training dataset to avoid overfitting. Fig. S16 . The number of correctly sequenced spectra (a) and the average length of correct reconstructions (b) for CID2 dataset using differnt parameter sets learned from different training datasets consisting of 5,000 PSMs each. Even though a small number of PSMs were used to train each parameter set, the results are consistent each other suggesting that overfitting did not occur.
